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Introduction
• Software is a system and requirements are the elements
that compose it.
• Systems need control mechanisms to guarantee their
successful operation and cope with changes.
• We need to control the software system through it’s
requirements.

Control  Theory  for  
Software  Systems	
•

•

Awareness Requirements (AweReq) as Indicators
over the output.

Control variables and variation points
(OR Decompositions) as parameters.

Figure 4.2: New parameters LoA (Level of Automation) and VP1.

•

System identification reveals qualitative relations between indicators and parameters.
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the A-CAD’s reasoning capabilities. The interaction between the staff member in charge of the dispatch and

Changing the value of this parameter can affect indicators AR3, AR4, AR9 and AR12. The rationale

crew members in ambulances and stations can make sure the crew agrees with the dispatching instructions
(increasing the success rate of Get good feedback ), allows for the staff member to assist the crew about
the use of the MDT (increasing the success rate of Crew members use MDTs properly) and ultimately aid
in achieving the ORCON standards (higher success rates for Ambulances arrive in 8 min). Obviously the
benefits do not come for free: the more manual the process is, the more time each staff member spends on
each incident, which allows them to take less calls a day and makes dispatching more time-consuming.
The parameter VP1, by its turn, was elicited to provide alternatives for improving indicator AR7, which
talks about the time crews take to resolve an incident once the dispatching information has been received
by them. One way the A-CAD can help in this matter is to provide route assistance to ambulance drivers,

Ambulance  Dispatch  Use  Case	
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Figure 4.5: Goal model for the A-CAD system-to-be, after System Identification.

System  Identiﬁcation  (1)	
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

∆(AR1/NoSM)[0,maxSM]>0
∆(AR2/NoSM)[0,maxSM]>0
∆(AR13/NoSM) < 0
∆ (AR3/LoA) < 0
∆ (AR4/LoA) < 0
∆ (AR9/LoA) < 0
∆ (AR11/LoA) > 0
∆ (AR12/LoA) < 0
∆(AR3/VP1)>0
∆(AR4/VP1)>0
∆(AR7/VP1) > 0
∆(AR11/VP1) < 0

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

∆(AR6/VP2)>0
∆(AR11/VP2) < 0
∆(AR12/VP2) > 0
∆(AR6/VP3)>0
∆(AR11/VP3) < 0
∆(AR12/VP3) > 0
∆(AR8/VP4)>0
∆(AR9/VP4)>0
∆(AR11/VP4) < 0
∆(AR10/VP5) > 0

23. ∆ (AR14/V P 5) < 0
Qualitative  relations  between	
  input  and  output	

System  Identiﬁcation  (2)	
Which parameter to tune?
1. |∆ (AR3/V P 1) | > |∆ (AR3/LoA) |
2. |∆ (AR4/V P 1) | > |∆ (AR4/LoA) |
3. |∆ (AR9/V P 4) | > |∆ (AR9/LoA) |
4. |∆(AR11/VP2)| > |∆(AR11/LoA)| > |∆(AR11/VP3)| >
|∆(AR11/VP1)| > |∆(AR11/VP4)|
5. |∆ (AR12/V P 2) | ≈ |∆ (AR12/V P 3) | ≈ |∆ (AR12/LoA)

we  choose  the  most  
suitable  parameter  to  
face  a  failure	

Where  is  the  problem?	
• The previous example considers single output
o The majority of the systems have multiple outputs that are interconnected
by common parameters.
o Tuning a parameter to fix an indicator may lead another one to failure
causing infinite loops (optimization problem).
o It is difficult to control the system when multiple indicators fail
simultaneously.

• What we can do:
o Controllability check at design time
o Assign priorities on indicators
o Use locks to avoid to worsen the failure of an indicator (gradual
adaptation)

Improving  Precision	

• SASO properties:
o
o
o
o

Stability 

Accuracy
settling time
Overshooting

• We need precision to satisfy the last 3 properties
• Why is difficult?
o Qualitative approaches are easier to apply but they delay the
adaptation process.
o Derive the quantitative mathematic relations between input and output is
hard .

• The problem can be solved at runtime:
o machine learning and simulations
o statistical regression

The  Role  of  Architecture  
in  Adaptation	
• Why architecture is important:
o Reveals limitations of the system
o Reusability for the adaptation strategy
o Gives an engineering perspective of adaptation

• Rainbow Project:
o Follows the MAPE loop model
o The architectural model is the reference for the adaptation strategies
o But there is absence of the requirements model

• Future Plan:
o Create an adaptation language that will link the requirements model
with the architectural model of the target system

	

